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Abstract:
If Sodom existed, then was destroyed, during the Middle Bronze Age, then something of its architecture
can be known by comparing statements from the text with known standard features of typical MBA cities.
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The biblical text does not abound with architectural information about the Cities of the Plain, but
there are tidbits of data indicating that at least the city of Sodom had particular features
potentially identifiable in the archaeological record of the appropriate period. And if a candidate
site should present itself, enough of these features may be present to aid in its identification as
Sodom.
ARCHITECTURAL INDICATORS IN THE BIBLICAL TEXT
The following data points from Scripture provide several architectural indicators about the city
of Sodom (all citations are from the book of Genesis):
“Lot was sitting in the gateway of [Sodom]” (19:1). The primary indicator here is the fact that
Sodom was a fortified city. Not only did it have a city wall and gate, but also it was sizable
enough to warrant a city administration replete with a system of judges. And it was cosmopolitan
enough to allow a nomadic habiru1 (Hebrew) herder/caravaner like Lot to integrate into its
society and become a judge or city official (elder), i.e., one who “sat in the gate” (see
Deuteronomy 22:15, 25:7; Joshua 20:4; 1 Samuel 9:18; 2 Samuel 19:8; Ruth 1:1, 4:11). I also
suspect that Sodom was an active commercial center with large numbers of foreign traders in
transit from points throughout the Near East.2 As I have pointed out in another paper,3 Sodom
was probably significantly larger than Gomorrah (as Admah was likely larger than Zeboiim),
which was usually the case for the first-listed city of an urban doublet (Bethel and Ai are another
example).4 There are so many examples of large and small walled cities5 and towns in all periods
that it would be difficult to estimate the size of a site like Sodom as described in the biblical text.
A rough minimum estimate might be on the order of seven or more acres within the fortification
perimeter, with an upper limit of fifteen to twenty acres (some ancient cities such as Hazor and
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Megiddo were even larger). A smaller associate town, such as Gomorrah or Zeboiim, might have
been three to five acres within the city wall, if there was a fortification system.
“gateway” (19:1). The fortification systems of Middle Bronze Age IIA (1950-1750 BCE;
MB I in some new chronologies) cities were quite distinct from those of earlier periods.6 Walls
were generally built with an associated glacis or rampart (see Figure 1), with a view to
eliminating direct, level access to the city wall and/or gates.7 Thus, its resulting mound, or
tell/tall (spelled “tell” in Israel and “tall” in Jordan), would likely have the “sculpted” slopes
typical of most sites with significant MB occupation (see Figure 2 and Photo 1). Gate structures
were generally multi-chambered (see Figure 3 and Photograph 2), and many of the gateways
were arched (see Figure 4 and Photo 3), such as those of Dan8 and Ashkelon.9 The foundations
of such fortifications usually consisted of several courses of stone topped with a superstructure of
mud brick. Since Sodom was a relatively large MB city (see Chapter Three), no doubt its
fortifications would have been typical for that period.10
“city” (19:1). The Hebrew word for city is ‘ir.11 It is generally thought that the term referred
to fortified cities or towns, but that is probably not entirely the case. However, in many cases it is
the word for “city state,” denoting a central, large city/town controlling a surrounding territory
which included smaller “daughter” villages and associated agricultural lands. Such fortified
cities, as Sodom was, had at least one acropolis area,12 as well as monumental buildings, such as
temples, palaces, and administrative buildings; markets or plaza areas; and residential housing
(see Figure 5). All of these buildings would have been accessed by a system of streets and
walkways. Most of the population probably lived outside of the city walls.
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FIGURE 1
Middle Bronze Age fortifications: glacis (1 & 2); earthen ramparts (3 & 4).

FIGURE 2
A typical tell profile resulting from Middle Bronze Age occupation.
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PHOTOGRAPH 1
Profile of the tell at Pella, which had a significant Middle Bronze Age occupation.

PHOTOGRAPH 2
The earth and mud-brick rampart flanking the Middle Bronze Age arched gateway at Ashkelon.
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PHOTOGRAPH 3
The Middle Bronze Age arched gateway at Tell Dan.

FIGURE 3
Middle Bronze Age II gate systems: (A) Gezer; (B) Hazor; at right, typical MB II city gate and
rampart.
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FIGURE 4
The Middle Bronze Age II gate at Tell Dan.

FIGURE 5
Excavation site plan of a Middle Bronze Age II city (Tell el-Ajjul) whereby one can easily
extrapolate the complexity of such urban centers.
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“in the [city] square” (19:2). Sodom was large enough to have public architecture with at
least one plaza or square (Heb. rekhov13). These kinds of open areas served as markets and
meeting places and were accessed by streets and alleyways. Public squares were often found just
inside the city gate and usually contained open worship centers with standing stones. If there was
both an inside and outside gate, the area between them would serve as a public plaza (see Figure
6).14 The phrase “in the gateway” probably refers to a plaza just inside the gate where the elders
and officials of the city held meetings and made judgments among the people.
“his house” (19:2, 3, 4). Lot had accumulated enough wealth to own a residential property15
within the city wall (see Figure 5). Thus, Sodom had a residential section with permanent
housing.
“[Lot] prepared a meal for them, baking bread” (19:3). Houses often had open-air courtyards
where cooking and baking ovens were located.16 Because Lot’s family prepared a meal for their
visitors, including the baking of bread, their house probably included such a courtyard. The
courtyard would have been enclosed as an integral part of the house (see Figures 7 and 8).
“surrounded the house” (19:4). This is an interesting phrase because it indicates that Lot’s
house had streets and/or alleyways around its perimeter. If his house simply fronted a street, the
men of the city could only have come “to the house” or stood “against the house.” But they
literally “surrounded around the house” (Heb. nasabu ‘el-habayith). In such a case, the most
likely meaning of the word sabab17 is to completely encircle a location. If this is what happened,
then Lot’s house was a relatively large, freestanding structure bordered all around by streets
and/or alleyways.
“the door” (19:6, 9, 10, 11). Typically, houses had a single entrance (see Figure 7). Doors
swung in top and bottom sockets (usually stone).
“my roof” (19:8). Roofs were usually flat; they could be multistoried. In any case, the rooftop
was probably used as a workspace for drying various foods and brush for fires.
“led them safely out of the city” (19:16). It is possible that Lot’s family had not lived in
Sodom for very long and, therefore, were not entirely familiar with its street patterns for ingress
and egress. As a result, they needed to be escorted through the narrow maze of streets in order to
get quickly and safely out of the city. This could indicate that Sodom was a relatively large city
with complex streets and pathways, and that Lot’s house was located far from the city gate (see
Figure 5). The language of the passage also could accommodate an escape over the city’s
fortification wall and not through the gate.
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FIGURE 6
Plaza associated with a city gate in a typical Levantine city plan.

FIGURE 7
Middle Bronze Age II houses from various locations in Syria and Palestine.

FIGURE 8
A typical Middle Bronze Age II palatial house (Megiddo) with courtyards for cooking.
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A SUMMARY OF ARCHITECTURAL INDICATORS FROM THE BIBLICAL TEXT
The foregoing indicators from the biblical text provide a considerable amount of data regarding
some of Sodom’s Middle Bronze IIA (see Chapter Three) architectural features. In a nutshell,
here are the architectural facts, explicit and implicit, derived from the relevant biblical passages:
1.

Sodom was probably a fairly typical MB fortified city, surrounded by thick, protective
walls abutted by a sculpted glacis or earthen ramparts, or both.

2.

The gateway of Sodom, in typical MB fashion, probably consisted of a large gate tower
with multiple chambers and gates, possibly with an arched passageway.

3.

The city of Sodom itself would have had an acropolis area with at least one monumental
temple and a palace with associated administrative buildings.

4.

Sodom had one or more public squares. If there was only one such public gathering area,
it was probably just inside the city gate. Depending on its size, the city may have had
other public plazas.

5.

While the upper city (acropolis) was crowded with buildings representing the city’s
religious and political institutions, the lower city contained residential housing,
workshops, businesses, and small cult shrines.

6.

Some of the houses of the wealthier inhabitants were freestanding structures surrounded
by walkways and/or streets, with enclosed courtyards for cooking and baking.

7.

Sodom’s system of streets and alleyways was somewhat complex, so that a relatively new
resident could not, under duress, easily remember the best and quickest ways to course
through the city, especially to the city gate.

What is the point of this exercise if we presently do not know of a particular site that could
qualify as Sodom? The point is that there are numerous potential sites within the area of the
Kikkar (the Plain of the Jordan) that need to be investigated with these details in mind.
By way of a brief summary, the two larger of the Cities of the Plain, Sodom and Admah, were
typical fortified cities belonging to the Middle Bronze period, the time of Abraham and Lot. The
biblical text points to many of Sodom’s architectural features which, because the city existed
during the MB I/II timeframe, would have been similar to the same kinds of structures found at
other MB sites.
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